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Abstrat
In analogy with lassial eletromagneti theory, where one determines the total
harge and both eletri and magneti multipole moments of a soure from ertain
surfae integrals of the asymptoti (or far) elds, it has been known for many years -
from the work of Hermann Bondi - that energy and momentum of gravitational soures
ould be determined by similar integrals of the asymptoti Weyl tensor. Reently we
observed that there were ertain overlooked strutures, dened at future null innity,
that allowed one to determine (or dene) further properties of both eletromagneti
and gravitating soures. These strutures, families of omplex `slies' or `uts' of
Penrose's I
+
, are referred to as Universal Cut Funtions, (UCF). In partiular, one
an dene from these strutures a (omplex) enter of mass (and enter of harge)
and its equations of motion - with rather surprising onsequenes. It appears as if
these asymptoti strutures ontain in their imaginary part, a well dened total spin-
angular momentum of the soure. We apply these ideas to the type II algebraially
speial metris, both twisting and twist-free.
1
I. Introdution
In the present work we return to the study of an old subjet,
1,19,3,4
namely prop-
erties of asymptotially at Einstein spae-times, both vauum and with a Maxwell
eld. More speially we explore some previously overlooked properties of suh
spae-times. The point of view is however rather new.
The basi idea is that for eah asymptotially at vauum solution there is a
ertain `struture', a unique funtion on null innity, I
+, that has been known in
various ontexts, but whose several unusual properties have largely been overlooked.
This funtion, whih we shall refer to as the Universal Cut Funtion (UCF), arries
virtually all the asymptoti information, as well as muh of the physial ontent of
its assoiated solution. In addition, it unies several apparently disparate ideas. In
the ase of the Einstein-Maxwell elds, in general there are two suh funtions, one
for GR and one for the Maxwell eld - however we will onsider only the degenerate
ase where the two funtion are the same.
We begin with the onventional view of I
+; it is a three-dimensional manifold,
S2xR, oordinatized by the standard Bondi oordinates (ur,ζ, ζ), with omplex stere-
ographi oordinates (ζ, ζ) on the S2 and ur on the R part. (The subsript `r' denotes
the retarded time.) We part from the onventional point of view by allowing the om-
plexiation of I
+, i.e., we onsider I+C with ur now allowed to take omplex values
lose to the real and (ζ, ζ) going to (ζ, ζ˜) with ζ˜ lose to ζ. It should be emphasized
that this omplexiation of I
+
is a formal devie that has many interesting onse-
quenes. Nevertheless we are dealing with real spae-times and real solutions to the
Einstein equations.
A signiant notational problem should be addressed now. The time variable ur
used above is, in at spae the retarded time t− r. Many years ago,5 in order to keep
the symmetry of many of the equations in the spin-oeient formalism this ur was
replaed by u, via
ur =
√
2u. (1)
Later to see the physial onsequenes of our results we restore the retarded time ur
and, in addition, expliitly display the veloity of light, c.
In Se. II we review some bakground material. Muh of it, though in the liter-
ature, is still quite unfamiliar to most readers. To help overome this unfamiliarity,
we present in Se. III a detailed disussion, in the simplied ase of at spae-times,
of the ideas to be used later in the asymptotially at ases. Se. IV is devoted
to a disussion of these ideas for general asymptotially at spae-times while Se.
V is used to speialize the disussion to the algebraially speial type II Einstein-
Maxwell metris. In Se. V and the remaining setions, we rst see how the new
ideas interat with the lassial Bondi energy-momentum four-vetor, giving it new
properties and even fresh preditions. Then we see how it interats with the Bondi
energy-momentum loss equation, giving it surprising new interpretations that inlude
equations of motion for the enter of mass motion, even ontaining radiation reation
2
fores. It even strongly suggests a general relativisti denition of spin-angular mo-
mentum. Finally in Se. VIII, the onlusion, we disuss how in priniple one ould
try to observe the preditions desribed earlier.
II. Bakground
The UCF, whih had been introdued earlier in dierent ontexts,
4,6,7
is desribed
as follows: It is to be a one-omplex parameter family of `uts' - omplex 2-surfaes
- of I
+
C written as
u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜), (2)
with (in general) a omplex τ parametrizing the family. [In important speial ases,
we ould have a real one parameter family of real uts of I
+, so that u = X(τ , ζ, ζ) was
a real funtion of a real τ . In fat, in this ase, Eq.(2) ould be treated as a oordinate
transformation from u to τ . The real oordinates (τ , ζ, ζ) have been referred to NU
oordinates.℄ We also assume that Eq.(2) an be inverted, i.e., solved for
τ = T (u, ζ, ζ˜). (3)
For real u and ζ˜ = ζ this obviously denes a omplex τ suh that the u in Eq.(2) is
real. {Aside: Later we will see that T for real u and ζ˜ = ζ is a CR funtion for a CR
struture obtained from X(τ , ζ, ζ˜).}
From X(τ , ζ, ζ˜) we dene two funtions, V and L, (that have been extensively
used in GR in dierent ontexts, with dierent oordinate systems,
8
by
V = ∂τX ≡ X ′(τ , ζ, ζ˜), (4)
L = ð(τ)X(τ , ζ, ζ˜), (5)
with ð(τ) meaning the edth operator with τ held onstant. Here, these funtions
have a ommon origin in the UCF. An important point is that, in both V and L,
the τ ould be eliminated via Eq.(3) and they ould be treated as funtions on the
real I
+. Both have simple geometri meanings: V = X ′(τ , ζ, ζ˜) is the `u' separation
between neighboring onstant τ uts while L(u, ζ, ζ) is a stereographi `angle' eld
on real I
+, on the sphere of past null diretions, that determines the diretions of an
asymptotially shear-free null geodesi ongruene going into the interior.
In the ase of algebraially speial type II spae-times, V (τ , ζ, ζ) is the basi
variable in the Robinson-Trautman metris
9
with real τ , while L(u, ζ, ζ) is the basi
variable for the twisting type II metris.
• Note that we use (′) = ∂τ and (·) = ∂u
Of primary importane to us is the fat that X and hene L and V are uniquely
determined (up to gauge transformations - BMS transformations) in any given (non-
at) asymptotially at spae-time. They are determined by the appropriate hoie of
3
a shear-free (for at or algebraially speial spae-times) or an asymptotially shear-
free (for asymptotially at spae-time) null geodesi ongruene.
For at spae-time, using the variables (u, ζ, ζ˜), X and L are determined by rst
solving the equation for shear-free null geodesi ongruenes,
10
ð(u)L(u, ζ, ζ˜) + LL
· = 0, (6)
for L(u, ζ, ζ˜) followed by solving the so-alled CR equation
ð(u)T + L(u, ζ, ζ˜)T
· = 0, (7)
to determine τ = T (u, ζ, ζ˜). Finally by inverting T (u, ζ, ζ˜), we obtain u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜).
• ð(u) is the eth operator with u held onstant.
An alternate and easier method to nd X and L , is to immediately use the
variables (τ , ζ, ζ˜), and solve the equation
ð
2
(τ )X(τ , ζ, ζ˜) = 0, (8)
for u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜) and then nd L(τ , ζ, ζ˜) by
L(τ , ζ, ζ˜) = ð(τ)X(τ , ζ, ζ˜),
notiing that
ð(τ)L(τ , ζ, ζ˜) = 0.
These results follow by impliit dierentiation of Eq.(2) using Eq.(6). In the at
spae ase there is onsiderable freedom in the hoie of solution for X and L that is
onsiderably narrowed by the requirement of regularity of the funtion L on S2. The
geometri meaning of `regularity' is that all the null geodesis are transverse to I
+,
i.e. none of the geodesis lie on I
+. The nal freedom, whih follows from Eq.(8), is
that of a free omplex analyti word-line in omplex Minkowski spae. We return in
more detail to this issue in Se. II.
For asymptotially at spae-times with a given Bondi asymptoti shear, σ =
σ(u, ζ, ζ˜), generalizing the at spae treatment, the UCF is determined by rst solving
ð(u)L(u, ζ, ζ˜) + LL
· = σ(u, ζ, ζ˜), (9)
for L(u, ζ, ζ˜), followed by solving for T the CR equation
ð(u)T + L(u, ζ, ζ˜)T
· = 0. (10)
By inverting the solution, Eq.(3), we obtain X(τ , ζ, ζ˜). Again there is onsiderable
freedom in the solution whih is rst narrowed again using regularity on S2, then
made unique by ertain algebrai onditions on the Weyl tensor omponents.
11,12,13
4
An alternative method of nding the UCF from a given σ(u, ζ, ζ˜) is to solve the
PDE, the so-alled good-ut equation,
14,15
ð
2Z(ζ, ζ˜) = σ(Z, ζ, ζ˜). (11)
The solutions, whih are known
14,15
to depend on four omplex parameters, say za,
an be written as
Z = Z(za, ζ, ζ˜). (12)
When za are taken as arbitrary omplex analyti funtions of τ , i.e., a omplex world-
line in the parameter spae,
za = ξa(τ), (13)
we have
u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜) = Z(ξa(τ), ζ, ζ˜), (14)
whih is almost, but not quite, the UCF.
At this point we have:
Theorem 1 Every transverse (regular) shear free or asymptotially shear-free null
geodesi ongruene in an asymptotially at spae-time is generated by a omplex
world-line in H-spae.
Finally an algebrai ondition on the Weyl tensor omponents determines
11,12,13,16
a unique omplex world-line and thus yields the UCF.
One knows from eletrodynamis that many properties of the soures (harge and
urrent distributions) of an asymptotially vanishing eletromagneti radiation eld
an be determined or at least studied from the asymptoti eld itself, e.g. the total
harge and both the eletri and magneti multipole moments. In GR one tries to do a
similar thing. For example we have the Bondi energy-momentum dened from ertain
asymptoti Weyl tensor omponents and many attempts to dene multipole moments
and angular momentum from other Weyl tensor omponents and the asymptoti
shear.
Our ontention is that, aside from the energy-momentum four-vetor, many or
most of the asymptotially obtained physial quantities are hidden in the UCF. And
even the properties and desription of the energy-momentum four-vetor is greatly
laried by the UCF. In order to extrat this information from the UCF , using its
assumed regularity, we expand it in spherial harmonis, writing it as
u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜) = Σξlm(τ)Ylm(ζ, ζ˜),
or, using the spherial tensor harmonis
17
as,
u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜) =
1√
2
ξ0(τ)Y 00 (ζ, ζ˜)−
1
2
ξi(τ)Y 01i(ζ, ζ˜) + ξ
ij(τ)Y 01ij(ζ, ζ˜) + ..., (15)
5
where the omponents ξlm(τ) or the (ξ0(τ ), ξi(τ), ξij(τ), .....) are, in general, omplex
funtions of a omplex time τ , and are to be given physial meaning. Eventually, the τ
must be replaed, via Eq.(3), by the real u. The four omponents of (ξ0, ξ1m)⇔(ξ0, ξi)
are to be identied with a omplex position vetor, the real part with the enter of
mass, and the imaginary part with spin-angular momentum/unit mass. The omplex
ξ2m ⇔ ξij are assoiated with mass and spin-quadrupole moments while the higher
harmoni terms are related to the higher moments, the real parts to the mass moments
and the imaginary parts to the spin-moments.
In addition to its role as desribing physial quantities, the UCF has a pretty
geometri/group theoretial meaning.
One knows from Bondi's and Penrose's early work onerning the asymptoti
symmetries
18,19,7,8
that the freedom in the hoie of the Bondi oordinate system is
what is known as the BMS group. In addition to the rotation subgroup it ontains
the supertranslation subgroup ating on I
+
and given by
u = u′ + α(ζ, ζ),
whih an be extended into the omplex by
u = u′ + α(ζ, ζ˜).
The funtion α(ζ, ζ˜), whih an be expanded in spherial harmonis, ontains the
(omplex) Poinaré translation subgroup dened by the expansion in only the l = 0
and l = 1 harmonis,
α(ζ, ζ˜) = ξ0Y 00 (ζ, ζ˜) + ξ
iY 01i(ζ, ζ˜). (16)
If we hoose the starting value u′ = 0 and onsider a one parameter family of su-
pertranslations, α(ζ, ζ˜) ⇒ α(τ , ζ, ζ˜), we an onsider the UCF as a one omplex pa-
rameter family of supertranslations and the l = 0 and l = 1 part as a one-parameter
family of omplex Poinaré transformations.
In other words, the omplex four-vetor world-line ξa(τ) = (ξ0(τ), ξi(τ )) an be
interpreted as a world-line in the (omplex) Poinaré translation subgroup. We an
hose τ so that the veloity vetor of the world-line has a Lorentzian norm of one.
{An alternative interpretation is to take the world-line in H-spae and use the H-spae
norm.}
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: In Se. III, the appliation
of the UCF to Minkowski spae is desribed and the two dierent at spae forms of
the metri, those assoiated with L(u, ζ, ζ) and with V (τ , ζ, ζ), are worked out. In
Se. IV we give a brief outline how the UCF is used in general asymptotially at
spae-times while in Ses. V-VII we apply these idea to the algebraially speial type
II metris. Se. VIII is devoted to a disussion.
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III. The UCF and Flat Spae
Sine many of the ideas developed here are unfamiliar to large portions of the
relativity ommunity we believed it would be of value to rst desribe them in the
simpler ontext of at spae-time where the funtions L and V have made frequent
earlier appearanes
8,20
and have relatively simple meaning.
The basi idea here is to rst desribe arbitrary shear-free null geodesi ongru-
enes in at spae and then to speialize them to the ase of regular ongruenes,
i.e., ongruenes that are ompletely transverse to I
+.. In general these ongruenes
have twist and the basi variable of hoie is the L. Twist-free ongruenes are more
easily treated with the variable V . The main distintion between the at spae and
the asymptotially at spae properties of L and V is that in the spherial harmoni
expansions only the lowest harmonis, i.e., l = 0 and 1, appear in the at spae while
all harmonis an appear for the urved spae.
We begin by giving an analyti desription of any arbitrary null geodesi on-
gruene, (with la as tangent vetor), in Minkowski spae21 . Using xa as standard
Minkowski-spae oordinates, L(u, ζ, ζ) an arbitrary omplex funtion of the param-
eters (u, ζ, ζ) whih label individual members of the null geodesi ongruene and r
as the ane parameter along eah null geodesi, we nd that
xa = urt
a − Lma − Lma + (r − r0)la, (17)
xa = ur
(la + na)√
2
− Lma − Lma + (r − r0)la, (18)
xa = u(la + na)− Lma − Lma + (r − r0)la, (19)
ur =
√
2u, (20)
with the null tetrad
la =
√
2
2P
(1 + ζζ, ζ + ζ, − i(ζ − ζ),−1 + ζζ); (21)
ma = ðla =
√
2
2P
(0, 1− ζ2,−i(1 + ζ2), 2ζ),
ma = ðla =
√
2
2P
(0, 1− ζ2, i(1 + ζ2), 2ζ),
na =
√
2
2P
(1,−ζ + ζ, i(ζ − ζ), 1− ζζ),
ta =
la + na√
2
, (22)
P = 1 + ζζ. (23)
For the simpliation of the omplex divergene of the ongruene the funtion
r0 is most often hosen as
r0 = −1
2
{ðL+ LL· + ðL+ LL·}. (24)
7
Our main interest lies in the lass of regular null geodesi ongruenes with a
vanishing shear. This ondition is ahieved by rst imposing the shear-free ondition
on L, i.e., the dierential ondition10
ðL+ LL· = 0, (25)
and then requiring solutions to be regular funtions (expandable in spherial harmon-
is) on the (ζ, ζ) sphere. To solve this equation we introdue the (omplex) auxiliary
funtion, {a CR funtion}
τ = T (u, ζ, ζ), (26)
by
ðT + LT · = 0. (27)
By using the inverse funtion to τ = T (u, ζ, ζ), i.e., the UCF
u = X(τ , ζ, ζ), (28)
and impliit dierentiation, L an be written as
L = ð(τ )X(τ , ζ, ζ), (29)
and Eq.(25) beomes
ð
2
(τ)X = 0. (30)
The general regular solution, L(u, ζ, ζ), to Eq.(25) is then given in the parametri
form
L = ξa(τ )ma(ζ, ζ), (31)
u = ξa(τ )la(ζ, ζ), (32)
where ξa(τ) are four arbitrary omplex funtions of τ . Sine Eq.(3) is invariant under
T ∗ = F (T ), we an take τ so that
va(τ ) = ξa(τ )′ = ∂τξ
a,
is a unit Lorentzian four-vetor, vava = 1. Using the spin-s tensor notation
20,17
la = (
1√
2
,−1
2
Y 01i),
ma = (0, Y
1
1i),
Eqs.(31) and (32) beome
L = ξi(τ)Y 11i, (33)
u =
ξ0(τ)√
2
− 1
2
ξi(τ )Y 01i. (34)
8
Remark 1 We omment again that L is a omplex funtion that desribes a stereo-
graphi `angle' eld on real I
+, i.e., a diretion eld that determines a null geodesi
ongruene. It is generated by the UCF that is determined by an arbitrary omplex
world-line in omplex Minkowski spae
za = ξa(τ).
When L from Eqs.(33) and (34) is used in Eq.(19), we obtain the expliit form for
any regular shear-free null geodesi ongruene.
Later, in more general situations, we will use this form, Eqs.(33) and (34), for
the rst two harmonis. Curvatures ome from the higher harmonis.
An alternative meaning of Eq.(19) is that it denes a oordinate transformation
from the natural oordinates of the ongruene (u, r, ζ, ζ) to the Minkowski oordi-
nates, xa. One an in a straightforward way nd the at metri in these oordinates.
From Eq.(19), alulating the dierentials we nd
dxa = (1− r·0)ladu+ nadu+ ladr − L
·
madu− L·madu (35)
+P−1[(r − r0 − ðL)ma − ðLma − Lna + (L− ðr0)la]dζ
+P−1[(r − r0 − ðL)ma − ðLma − Lna + (L− ðr0)la]dζ.
Sine the set (l = ladx
a, n = nadx
a, m = madx
a, m = madx
a
) dene a null one-form
system the metri an be written as
η = ηabdx
adxb = 2(ln−mm). (36)
Any other set of one-forms obtained from the rst set by a Lorentz transformation
yields the same metri. Choosing a new null tetrad via the null rotation
l∗ = l,
m∗ = m− L·l,
m∗ = m− L·l,
n∗ = n− L·m− L·m+ L·L·l,
we obtain, by a diret (lengthy) alulation, using Eq.(25), the simplest form of the
tetrad, namely
l∗ = dxala = du− P−1(Ldζ + Ldζ), (37)
m∗ = −P−1[r − iΣ]dζ = P−1ρ−1dζ,
m∗ = −P−1[r + iΣ]dζ = P−1ρ−1dζ,
n∗ = dr + P−1{K + L·ρ−1)dζ + (K + L·ρ−1)dζ}+ (1 + 1
2
{ðL· + ðL· + LL·· + LL··})l,
9
where
ρ = − 1
r + iΣ
, (38)
iΣ ≡ −r0 − ðL− L·L ≡ 1
2
{ðL+ LL· − ðL− LL·}, (39)
K = L+ LðL
·
+
1
2
{ð2L+ L2L·· + L·[ðL− ðL+ LL· − LL·]}, (40)
with ρ being the omplex divergene of the ongruene and Σ its twist. The metri
is then given by.
η = 2(l∗n∗ −m∗m∗). (41)
This form of the metri is very lose to that the Type II twisting metris.
8
If the world-line ξa(τ) was desribed by a real funtion of a real τ , though Eqs.(37)
and (41) ould still be used {with now Σ = 0}, there however is a simpler set of
oordinates, namely (τ , r, ζ, ζ), assoiated with the non-twisting ongruene, that
an be used.
20
They are given by
xa = ξa(τ ) +
r
V
la(ζ, ζ), (42)
where
u = ξa(τ)la = X(τ , ζ, ζ), (43)
V ≡ X ′ = ξa′la = vala = v
0
√
2
− 1
2
viY 01i.
By a omputation similar to that with the omplex urve we obtain the at metri
in (τ , r, ζ, ζ) oordinates,
ds2 = ηabdx
adxb = (1− 2V
′
V
r)dτ 2 + 2dτdr − r22dζdζ
V 2P 2
, (44)
whih is very similar in form to the type II (non-twisting) Robinson-Trautman met-
ris.
9,20
.
As we pointed out, in at spae the UCF is not unique. It is determined, in
general, by an arbitrary omplex world-line in omplex Minkowski spae. However in
the presene of an asymptotially vanishing Maxwell eld (with non-vanishing total
harge) one an onstrut, from the Maxwell eld itself, a unique omplex world-
line (the omplex enter of harge)
16
and from it a unique UCF an be found. For
example, the Lienard-Wiehert harged world-line denes
16,22
the real ξa(τ).
In the ase of asymptotially at vauum spae-times, properties of the Weyl
tensor are used to dene the world-line
11,12,13,16
and the unique UCF. In the ase of
asymptotially at Einstein-Maxwell spae-times there are in general two dierent
omplex world-lines, determined respetively by the properties of the Weyl tensor
and the Maxwell eld. As we said earlier, we here onsider only the ase where the
two lines oinide.
10
IV. Asymptotially Flat Spae-Times
In this setion we outline - leaving out many of the details - how the UCF is
determined in asymptotially at spae-times.
For asymptotially at spae-times, the basi radiation data is the Bondi asymp-
toti shear, σ(u, ζ, ζ), a omplex funtion given on I+ whih, as we mentioned earlier,
we assume an be analytially extended a short way into I
+
C , and hene written as
σ(u, ζ, ζ˜)
The σ(u, ζ, ζ˜) desribes the shear of the null geodesi ongruene that are the
null generators of the Bondi null surfaes given by u = constant in the neighborhood
of I
+
. Any new asymptoti null geodesi ongruene an be obtained by a Lorentz
transformation (speially a null rotation around the null generators of I
+
C) at I
+
.
If la are the tangent vetors to the Bondi ongruene the new tangent vetors, l∗ a, in
the neighborhood of I
+
are given by
13,11,12
l∗a = laB −
L
r
maB +
L
r
maB +O(r
−2), (45)
m∗a = maB −
L
r
naB +O(r
−2),
n∗a = naB,
with L(u, ζ, ζ), at this point, an arbitrary omplex funtion on I+. The asymptoti
shear of the new ongruene is given by
10
σ∗ = σ − ð(u)L− LL ·. (46)
By requiring that the new ongruene have vanishing asymptotially shear, we see
that L(u, ζ, ζ) must satisfy the dierential equation, Eq.(9),
ð(u)L(u, ζ, ζ˜) + LL
· = σ(u, ζ, ζ˜), (47)
where now we are onsidering the extension into the omplex. The tehnique for
studying properties of solutions of Eq.(47) is quite similar to what was done in the
Minkowski spae ase, Eq.(25).
Again we introdue the new omplex auxiliary funtion
τ = T (u, ζ, ζ˜), (48)
by
L = −ð(u)T
T ·
, (49)
and its inverse
u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜), (50)
11
whih eventually leads to the UCF. {Note that we have the useful gauge freedom
τ ∗ = T ∗(u, ζ, ζ˜) = F (T (u, ζ, ζ˜)) in the determination of T (u, ζ, ζ˜).} By impliit dif-
ferentiation of Eq.(50), i.e.,
1 = X ′T ·,
0 = ð(τ )X +X
′
ð(u)T,
we nd the impliit form of L(u, ζ, ζ˜)
L = ð(τ )X(τ , ζ, ζ˜), (51)
u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜). (52)
Continuing with the hange of variable, Eq.(47) beomes
ð
2
(τ )X = σ(X, ζ, ζ˜), (53)
a well studied equation, frequently referred to as the `good-ut' equation.
14,15
Its
solution, whih depend on four omplex parameters, za (dening H-spae) is written
as
X = X̂(za, ζ, ζ˜).
Now by taking an arbitrary world-line in the parameter spae, za = ξa(τ ), we have
the parametri form of the solution to Eq.(47 ),
u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜) = X̂(ξa(τ), ζ, ζ˜),
L = ð(τ)X(τ , ζ, ζ˜).
It is important to notie {see Eq.(34)} that in the harmoni expansion of X(τ , ζ, ζ˜)
we an take the rst four harmoni oeients, l = (0, 1), as the ξa(τ ), i.e., write
u = ξa(τ )la + harmonics(l ≥ 2), (54)
u =
ξ0√
2
(τ)− 1
2
ξi(τ )Y 01i + harmonics(l ≥ 2),
and that
V = X ′ =
v0√
2
(τ)− 1
2
vi(τ)Y 01i + harmonics(l ≥ 2). (55)
We see that in both the at-spae ase and for asymptotially at spae-times
the freedom in hoosing a regular shear-free or asymptotially shear- free null geodesi
ongruene lies in the arbitrary hoie of a omplex world-line in the parameter spae,
i.e., omplex Minkowski spae or H-spae - or via the alternative interpretation, the
spae of omplex Poinaré translations.
The issue is: an one uniquely determine this world-line?
12
In Minkowski spae the answer is no, exept when there is an asymptotially
vanishing harged Maxwell eld. Using the null rotation, Eq.(45), and requiring the
vanishing of the oeient of the l = 1 harmoni of the Maxwell tetrad eld, φ∗00 ,
(the omplex dipole term), one determines a unique world-line, the `omplex enter
of harge'.
22
For asymptotially at spaes, with a similar null rotation, and then requiring the
vanishing of the l = 1 harmoni of the Weyl tensor omponent, Ψ01, i.e., the omplex
mass dipole terms, the world-line
za = ξa(τ),
is again determined .
11,12
As the details for the determination of the unique omplex
urve have been desribed earlier
11,12
and a further disussion would take us far aeld,
we will not pursue this issue here.
Remark 2 We note that the information in the Bondi shear begins with the l =
2, i.e., quadrupole, harmoni while the UCF, in addition to its higher harmonis,
l 1 2, also ontains the information in the l = 0, 1 harmonis obtained from the
unique world-line. In other words while the UCF uniquely determines the Bondi
shear, Eq.(53), the Bondi shear only determines the higher harmonis of the UCF.
In essene the new strutures we have been desribing here are just these l = 0, 1
harmonis of the UCF or equivalently, the omplex world-line. Later we will see the
physial ontent ontained in this new information.
As an aside we note that in the very speial ase, when the unique asymptotially
shear free ongruene is also twist-free, the UCF, u = X(τ , ζ, ζ), will be a real funtion
of a real τ . It ould then be interpreted as simply the oordinate transformation
between Bondi time and NU time.
Remark 3 To end this setion, we desribe the natural relationship our UCF has
with the elegant mathematial idea of a CR struture
23,24,25,26,27,28
. The UCF denes
or indues a CR struture on the real I
+
in the following fashion: from the UCF
we obtain L(u, ζ, ζ¯), as above, but now restrit (u, ζ, ζ¯) to the real I+. Then dene
the CR struture by (the equivalene lass of) the three one-forms, one real and the
omplex onjugate pair:
l∗ = du− L
1 + ζζ¯
dζ − L¯
1 + ζζ¯
dζ¯ , (56)
m∗ =
dζ
1 + ζζ¯
, m∗ =
dζ
1 + ζζ¯
.
Writing ζ = x + iy, the funtions τ = T (u, x + iy, x − iy) and ζ˜ = x − iy are
the CR funtions dening the embedding of I
+
into C
2 = {τ , ζ˜}, both satisfying the
CR equation, i.e., ð(u)T + LT
· = 0, et., whih was originally our dening equation
13
for T. It is natural sine the omplex onjugate pair ( m∗, m∗) are the dual ovetors
to the u = constant surfaes of I+ and l∗ is the real one-form determining the null
diretion of the new asymptotially shear-free null geodesi ongruene.
Though we will not make further diret use of the CR struture we note that it
is the CR struture that lies at the basis of muh of the present work. The funtion
τ = T (u, ζ, ζ¯) essentially denes the CR struture and its inverse, u = X(τ , ζ, ζ¯),
yields the physial ontent of the work.
V. Type II Metris and the UCF
A. Non-Twisting:The Robinson-Trautman Case
Though our issue here is the analysis of the type II twisting metris - with and
without a Maxwell eld - we nevertheless want to begin with a brief disussion of the
non-twisting ase, i.e., the Robinson-Trautman metris.
Sine Robinson-Trautman (RT) metris have been extensively studied and writ-
ten about,
9,29,20
we will onne ourselves to the disussion of their relationship with
the UCF.
Rather than beginning with the dierential equations for the determination of the
Robinson-Trautman (RT) metris, we reverse the proeedings. We will assume that
we have the general solution to the RT equations and that furthermore we expliitly
know the unique UCF,
u = XRT (τ , ζ, ζ¯), (57)
whih in this ase is real with real τ . The (τ , ζ, ζ¯) are the RT/NU oordinates on I+,
with the UCF, Eq.(57), having the added meaning of being the oordinate transfor-
mation to Bondi oordinates. The funtion
VRT = X
′
RT (τ , ζ, ζ¯),
then is the solution to the RT equations
ð(τ )χ = 0, (58)
χ′ − 3χV
′
RT
VRT
− V 3RT {ð2(τ )ð
2
(τ )VRT − V −1RT ð
2
(τ)VRT · ð2(τ )VRT } = 0, (59)
χ ≡ −V 3RTψ∗02 . (60)
where ψ∗02 is a Weyl tensor omponent. From Eq.(58) we see that χ depends only on
τ . Using the freedom of time hange, τ = f(τ ∗), χ ould be made onstant. However
this freedom was already used to make va(τ) = ξa ′ into a unit vetor so that χ
remains a funtion of τ . The time evolution, Eq.59), is in fat equivalent to the Bondi
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energy-momentum loss equation. When Eq.(59) is transformed to Bondi oordinates
via Eq.(57) it beomes
Ψ· = σ·(σ)· ,
with Ψ, the mass aspet given by
Ψ = ψ∗02 + 2Lð(σ)
· + L2(σ)·· + ð2σ + σ(σ)· = Ψ. (61)
The L and σ are diretly alulated from the UCF as desribed earlier.
Though it is virtually impossible to exatly perform the oordinate transforma-
tion to Bondi oordinates, one an do so within an approximation sheme. Using a
seond order expansion, essentially in v/c, one nds from the mass aspet that the
Bondi mass and momentum an be partially expressed in terms of the world-line and
take on the surprising familiar kinematially form
M = M0[1 +
vi2
2c2
+
vi′ξi
c2
] + quadrupole terms, (62)
P i = M0v
i + quadrupole terms,
where we see the approximation to the relativisti mass
M =
M0√
1− vi2
c2
∼= M0[1 + v
i2
2c2
],
with the strange term M0
vi′ξi
c2
appearing to be the work done moving the partile
to the position ξi”.
The Bondi mass-momentum loss equations, to seond order, beome the equa-
tions of motion for the world-line.
M ′ = − 1
5c7
GQij′′′Qij′′′, (63)
Mvi ′ = vi
G
5c7
Qjk′′′Qjk′′′, (64)
where Q is dened from the l = 2 oeient in the harmoni expansion of X, Eq.(15)
by
ξij =
G√
212c4
Qij′′. (65)
These results, when generalized to the Robinson-Trautman-Maxwell equations,
20
ontain further surprising results, e.g., Eq.(64) ontains, among other terms, the
lassial radiation reation fore given by
2q2
3c3
ξi′′′.
See also Eq.(138) below.
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B. Type II Twisting Metris
1. Solving the eld equations
Our primary objetive in this work is to analyze and look for the physial meaning
of the dierent geometri variables that arise in the vauum and Einstein-Maxwell
type II twisting metris. In partiular we want to see how the UCF enters into
the disussion. The relevant nal dierential equations to determine the metris have
been known and studied for many years.
30,31,8,20
Though a great deal of mathematial
insight, speially the disovery and understanding of the assoiated CR struture,
was developed, aside from the Kerr metri and the harged Kerr metri, general
physial understanding of these metris seems to be missing. Here, with the help of
the UCF, this lak of understanding will be addressed.
Aknowledging the non-linearities and the diulties in nding exat results,
we approah the problem of physial interpretation using, in addition to the UCF,
the two approximations: (1) In the spherial harmoni expansions only terms with
l = (0, 1, 2) harmonis will be retained and (2) alulations will be done to seond
order in v/c.
The Type II oupled dierential equations for the independent variables (L, φ∗01 , φ
∗0
2 , ψ
∗0
2 )
in terms of (u, ζ, ζ)8,11,12,16
ðφ∗01 + 2L
·φ∗01 + L(φ
∗0
1 )
· = 0, (66)
(φ∗01 )
· + ðφ∗02 + (Lφ
∗0
2 )
· = 0, (67)
0 = ðψ∗02 + L(ψ
∗0
2 )
· + 3L·ψ∗02 − 2kφ∗01 φ
∗0
2 , (68)
Ψ· = σ·(σ)· + kφ∗02 φ
∗0
2 , (69)
Ψ = Ψ = ψ∗02 + 2Lð(σ)
· + L2(σ)·· + ð2σ + σ(σ)·, (70)
with
σ ≡ ðL+ LL·. (71)
Eq.(70) denes the mass aspet with the requirement that it be real while Eq.(71)
denes the Bondi shear σ from the L. Eq.(69) is the evolution equation for the
Bondi mass aspet with the l = (0, 1) terms determining the energy and momentum
loss. Basially these equations have the following struture: from the two Maxwell
equations, Eqs.(66) and (67), both φ∗01 and φ
∗0
2 will be determined in terms of the L
and a onstant of integration, q, the harge. Eq.(68) determines ψ∗02 (or Ψ) in terms
of L and a single funtion Υ(u). The funtion L(u, ζ, ζ) ould then be onsidered as
our basi variable whih would be determined by Eq.(69). We however will onsider
something dierent. Our point of view is that L is a derived funtion, oming from
the UCF as was desribed earlier. Sine it is the information enoded in the UCF
that we want to use, we must reexpress the dierential equations in terms of the UCF.
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Our rst task will be to transform three of the eld equations, i.e., Eqs.(66), (67) and
68), to a new very useful form.
Assuming that we know the UCF, u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜), then and its inverse, τ =
T (u, ζ, ζ˜) and T · = ∂uT ontain the information fromX.We dene Υ(u, ζ, ζ˜),Φ1(u, ζ, ζ˜),Φ2(u, ζ, ζ˜)
by
ψ∗02 = (T
·)3Υ, (72)
φ∗01 = (T
·)2Φ1, (73)
φ∗02 = T
·Φ2. (74)
When these expressions are substituted into Eqs.(66), (67) and 68), remembering
that
L = −ðT
T ·
, (75)
their new form beomes
ðΦ1 − ðT
T ·
Φ·1 = 0, (76)
ðΦ2 − ðT
T ·
Φ·2 = −(T ·)−1[Φ1(T ·)2]·, (77)
[ðΥ− ðT
T ·
Υ·] = 2k
T
·
T ·
Φ1Φ2. (78)
It is these three equations that we will solve within our approximation sheme.
Remark 4 Eq.(76) an be integrated immediately by
Φ1 = Φ̂1(T (u, ζ, ζ˜)), (79)
with Φ̂1 an arbitrary funtion of T. This follows from regularity on the sphere
and the fat that Eq.(76) denes a CR funtion.
The main diulty lies in nding or alulating the T (u, ζ, ζ˜) from the assumed
form of the UCF, X(τ , ζ, ζ˜), i.e., from Eq.(54),
u = X(τ , ζ, ζ˜) =
1√
2
ξ0(τ )Y 00 (ζ, ζ˜)−
1
2
ξi(τ )Y 01i(ζ, ζ˜) + ξ
ij(τ )Y 01ij(ζ, ζ˜) + ...., (80)
All the relevant funtions are assumed to be analytially extended a short way into
I
+
C .
T (u, ζ, ζ˜) an be approximated in the following manner: From the unit veloity
vetor va(τ) = ξa(τ )′ = (v0(τ ), vi(τ )) with a slow motion approximation
v0(τ) =
√
1 + vi 2 ∼= 1 + 1
2
vi 2, (81)
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we have
ξ0(τ ) =
∫
v0(τ )dτ = τ + δξ0(τ) ∼= τ + 1
2
∫
vi 2dτ + ξ00. (82)
The Eq.(80) an then be written as
u =
τ + δξ0(τ)√
2
− 1
2
ξi(τ )Y 01i(ζ, ζ˜) + ξ
ij(τ)Y 01ij(ζ, ζ˜) + ...,
or as
√
2u = τ + δξ0(τ)−
√
2
2
ξi(τ )Y 01i(ζ, ζ˜) +
√
2ξij(τ )Y 01ij(ζ, ζ˜) + ..., (83)
τ =
√
2u− δξ0(τ ) +
√
2
2
ξi(τ )Y 01i(ζ, ζ˜)−
√
2ξij(τ)Y 01ij(ζ, ζ˜) + ...,
τ =
√
2u+ F (τ , ζ, ζ˜),
with
F (τ , ζ, ζ˜) = −δξ0(τ ) +
√
2
2
ξi(τ )Y 01i(ζ, ζ˜)−
√
2ξij(τ)Y 01ij(ζ, ζ˜) + . (84)
The idea is to iterate Eq.(83).
Taking
τ =
√
2u ≡ ur, (85)
as the zeroth iterate (see Eq.(1)), we have for the rst iterate that
τ =
√
2u+ F (
√
2u, ζ, ζ˜), (86)
τ = ur +
√
2
2
ξi(ur)Y
0
1i(ζ, ζ˜)−
√
2ξij(ur)Y
0
1ij(ζ, ζ˜),
and for the seond iterate
τ = T (u, ζ, ζ˜) = ur + F (ur + F (ur, ζ, ζ), ζ, ζ) ≈ ur + F + F∂urF. (87)
We then nd that
T · =
√
2∂urT =
√
2(1 + F ′ + (F ′)2 + FF ′′), (88)
or expanded and using the Clebsh-Gordon produts,
T · =
√
2(1 +
1
3
{viξi}′ − δv0 + 48
5
[ξijvij ′ + vijvij] (89a)
+[
√
2
2
vi − 12
5
{vij ′ξj + vj ′ξij + 2vijvj}]Y 01i
+
1
6
{vi ′ξk + vivk − 6
√
2vki +
288
7
[ξklvil ′ + vklvil]}Y 02ki).
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Remark 5 We have used the derivative notion ∂u = (
·
) and ∂τ = (
′
). To avoid a
plethora of notations we also use ∂ur = (
′
) sine the funtions of ur (after expansions)
are always funtionally the same as those of τ . Whih variable, τ or ur, is being used
is lear from the ontext. Furthermore we have ∂u = (
·) =
√
2∂ur =
√
2 (′). All the
harmoni oeients in the remainder of this setion are funtions only of ur.
Funtions just of T, as for example the Φ̂1 of Eq.(79), an be easily approximated
as:
Φ̂(T ) = Φ̂(ur + F (ur, ζ, ζ) + F∂urF ) (90)
= Φ̂(ur) + (F + FF
′)Φ̂′,
or, when Φ̂ is already rst order,
Φ̂(T ) = Φ̂(ur) + F Φ̂
′. (91)
We will take Φ̂1(T ), with q = constant, to have the form
Φ1 = Φ̂1(T ) =
q
2
+ δΦ1(T ). (92)
The quantities Υ, Φ1 and Φ2 are now assumed to have the harmoni expansion
given by
Φ1 = Φ
0
1 + Φ
i
1Y
0
1i + Φ
ij
1 Y
0
2ij, (93)
Φ2 = Φ
i
2Y
−1
1i + Φ
ij
2 Y
−1
2ij , (94)
Υ = Υ0 +ΥiY 01i +Υ
ijY 02ij. (95)
By substituting these into the eld equations, Eqs.(76), (77) and (78), (or Eq.(91)
for Φ1) and using Eqs.(87) and (89a), after very lengthy alulations with frequent
use of the Clebsh-Gordon expansions we obtain the solution to the new version of
the Maxwell equations
φ∗01 = (T
·)2Φ1, (96)
Φ1(T ) =
q
2
+ δΦ1(T ) =
q
2
(1− 144
5
vij2), (97)
and
φ∗02 = (T
·)Φ2, (98)
Φ2 = Φ
iY −11i + Φ
ijY −12ij , (99)
Φi = −
√
2qvi′ +
12
5
q[vij′′ξj + 6vij′vj − vj′′ξij + 6vj′vij] (100)
−i
√
2
q
2
{ξlvk′′ − 24(4)
5
ξkjvlj′′}ǫlki,
Φil = 2
√
2qvli′ + 2i
√
2qSymTF (ξijvk′′ − 1
3
vij′′ξk)ǫjkl (101)
−q
6
SymTF{3vi′′ξl + 6vi′vl + 288
7
(6vlsvis′ + ξlsvis′′)}.
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SymTF means take the symmetri trae-free part.
When these results are substituted into the gravitational equation,
[ðΥ− ðT
T ·
Υ·] = 2k
T
·
T ·
Φ1Φ2, (102)
we see that the quadrati part of Φ1 drops out and plays no further role so that we
ould have written
Φ1(T ) =
q
2
. (103)
Finally we have the solution of Eq.(102)
ψ∗02 = −(T ·)3Υ, (104)
Υ = −Υ0 +ΥiY 01i +ΥijY 02ij , (105)
where
Υe = −kq
2
4
{ − 2
√
2ve′ +
8
5
[(3ξ
j − ξj)vej′′ + 3vej′(7vj − vj) (106)
−3(ξej − 3ξej)vj′′ + 3vj′(5vej + vej)]}
−kq
2
4
i
√
2{(ξi − ξi)vk′ − 24(4)
5
(ξ
kj − ξkj)vij′}′ǫike,
Υil = −1
3
k
q2
4
{4
√
2vli′ − 2
6
SymTF [3(ξ
l
+ ξl)vi′′ + 3vi′(3vl − vl) (107)
+
288
7
[vis′(7vls − vls) + (ξls + ξls)vis′′]]}
+
i
√
2kq2
3
SymTF [(ξ
ij − ξij)vk′ − 1
3
(ξ
k − ξk)vij′]′ǫjkl.
Before we go on to the evolution equation, Eq.(69), we remark that these al-
ulations were extremely long and rather ugly. They however were heked by doing
them other ways; via the L version, Eqs.(66), (67) and (68) and then partially by the
RTMaxwell version.
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C. The Bondi Mass Aspet
In this setion we alulate the Bondi mass aspet, Eq.(70),
Ψ = Ψ = ψ∗02 + 2Lð(σ)
· + L2(σ)·· + ð2σ + σ(σ)·, (108)
and then, from the l = (0, 1) harmonis, extrat the energy-momentum four vetor.
Again the alulations are long and ompliated with frequent uses of the Clebsh-
Gordon expansions.
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First, dening the harmoni oeients by,
ψ∗02 = Γ0 + Γ
iY 01i + Γ
ijY 02ij, (109)
and using
ψ∗02 = [−Υ0 +ΥiY 01i +ΥijY 02ij ]T ·3, (110)
we obtain, from Eqs.(89a), (104) and (105), that
Γ0 = −2
√
2Υ0[1 +
1
2
vivi + vi′ξi +
144
5
(ξijvij′ + 2vijvij)] (111)
+2
√
2kq2[vi′vi +
48
5
vij′vij],
Γl = −6Υ0vl + 2kq2vl′ +Υ0 72
√
2
5
(vlj′ξj + vj′ξlj + 4vljvj) (112)
−kq2 4
√
2
5
[(3ξ
j − ξj)vlj′′ + 3vlj′(7vj + vj)− 3(ξlj − 3ξlj)vj′′ + 3vj′(5vlj + 7vlj)]
−kq2i[(ξi − ξi)vk′ − 96
5
(ξ
kj − ξkj)vij′]′ǫikl,
Γik = 12Υ0v
ki − 4kq
2
3
vki′ (113)
−Υ0
√
2SymTF [vi′ξk + 2vivk +
288
7
(ξklvil′ + 2vklvil)]
+
√
2kq2
6
SymTF{(ξk + ξk)vi′′ + vi′(3vk + 5vk) + 96
7
[vis′(7vks + 5vks)
+(ξ
ks
+ ξks)vis′′] +
4i
√
2
3
[(ξ
ij − ξij)vs′ − 1
3
(ξ
s − ξs)vij′]′ǫjsk}.
The remaining terms in the mass aspet, Eq.(108), i.e.,
2Lð(σ) · + L2(σ)·· + ð2σ + σ(σ)·,
are alulated from Eqs.(71), (75), (87) and (89a).
Using this result and the expression for ψ∗02 , we obtain
Ψ = Ψ(0) +Ψ(i)Y 01i +Ψ
(ij)Y 02ij, (114)
with
Ψ(0) = −2
√
2{Υ0[1 + 1
2
vivi + vi′ξi +
144
5
(ξijvij′ + 2vijvij)] +
288
5
ξijvij (115)
−kq2[vi′vi + 48
5
vij′vij ]},
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Ψ(l) = −6{Υ0vl − 1
3
kq2vl′ −Υ012
√
2
5
(vlj′ξj + vj′ξlj + 4vljvj)− 24
√
2
5
vljξj(116)
+kq2
2
√
2
15
[(3ξ
j − ξj)vlj′′ + 3vlj′(7vj + vj)− 3(ξlj − 3ξlj)vj′′
+3vj′(5vlj + 7vlj)] +
1
6
ikq2[(ξ
i − ξi)vk′ − 96
5
(ξ
kj − ξkj)vij′]′ǫikl},
Ψ(ik) = 12Υ0v
ki − 4kq
2
3
vki′ + 24ξ
ik
(117)
−Υ0
√
2SymTF [vi′ξk + 2vivk +
288
7
(ξklvil′ + 2vklvil)]
+
√
2kq2
6
SymTF{(ξk + ξk)vi′′ + vi′(3vk + 5vk)
+
96
7
[vis′(7vks + 5vks) + (ξ
ks
+ ξks)vis′′]
+
4i
√
2
3
[(ξ
ij − ξij)vs′ − 1
3
(ξ
s − ξs)vij′]′ǫjsk}
−SymTF [ (24)
2
√
2
7
vis(2ξks − ξks)− 16ivin(ξs − ξs)ǫsnk],
Finally, the ondition
Ψ = Ψ, (118)
yields the reality onditions to be imposed on the harmoni omponents
Ψ(0) −Ψ(0) = 0, (119)
Ψ(e) −Ψ(e) = 0, (120)
Ψ(ik) −Ψ(ik) = 0. (121)
VI. The Bondi Energy-Momentum Four-Vetor
The relationship of the mass aspet, Ψreal ≡ Ψ = Ψ+Ψ2 , to the Bondi energy-
momentum vetor,
P a = (Mc, P i), (122)
is,
19,18,8,11,12,16
Ψreal = −2
√
2G
c2
M − 6G
c3
P iY 01i +Ψ
ilY 02il. (123)
By omparing with Eqs.(123) with the nal form of the mass aspet, Eq.(114), -
(whih is now real) - the mass, M and momentum, P i an be found.
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Using the relation
ξi = ξiR + iξ
i
I , et.,
leads to the kinemati relations between mass and momentum with the position,
veloity and aeleration, quantities dened from the UCF, Eq.(80), i.e.,
M = M0{1 + 1
2c2
(viRv
i
R − viIviI) +
1
c2
(vi′Rξ
i
R − vi′I ξiI) (124)
+
144
5c2
[vij′R ξ
ij
R − vij′I ξijI + 2(vijRvijR − vijI vijI )]}
+
288c
5G
(ξijRv
ij
R + ξ
ij
I v
ij
I )−
2q2
c5
{vi′RviR + vi′I viI +
48
5
(vij′R v
ij
R + v
ij′
I v
ij
I )},
P e = M0v
e
R −
2q2
3c3
ve′R −
12
√
2M0
5c
[vej′R ξ
j
R − vej′I ξjI + vj′RξejR − vj′I ξejI + 4(vejR vjR − vejI vjI)](125)
−24
√
2c2
5G
[vejR ξ
j
R + v
ej
I ξ
j
I ] +
8
√
2q2
15c4
[ξjRv
ej′′
R − 2ξjIvej′′I + 12vej′R vjR − 9vej′I vjI
+3ξejR v
j′′
R + 6ξ
ej
I v
j′′
I + 18v
j′
Rv
ej
R + 3v
j′
I v
ej
I ] +
2q2
3c4
[ξiIv
k′
R −
96
5
ξkjI v
ij′
R ]
′ǫike,
and
Ψ(ik) =
12GM0
c3
vkiR −
8Gq2
3c6
vki′R + 24ξ
ik
R (126)
−
√
2GM0
c4
SymTF [vi′Rξ
k
R − vi′I ξkI + 2viRvkR − 2viIvkI +
288
7
(ξklRv
il′
R − ξklI vil′I
+2vklRv
il
R − 2vklI vilI )]
+
2
√
2Gq2
3c7
SymTF [ξkRv
i′′
R + 4v
i′
Rv
k
R + v
i′
I v
k
I +
96
7
(6vis′R v
ks
R − vis′I vksI + ξksR vis′′R )
+
4
√
2
3
(ξijI v
s′
R −
1
3
ξsIv
ij′
R )
′ǫjsk]
−(24)
2
√
2
7c
SymTF [visRξ
ks
R + 3v
is
I ξ
ks
I − 32ξsIvinR ǫsnk].
The reality onditions, Eqs.(119), (120) and (121) beome
0 = M0[
1
c2
viRv
i
I +
1
c2
(vi′Rξ
i
I + v
i′
I ξ
i
R) +
144
5c2
(vij′R ξ
ij
I + v
ij′
I ξ
ij
R + 4v
ij
Rv
ij
I )] (127)
+
288c
5G
(ξijI v
ij
R − ξijRvijI )−
2q2
c5
[vi′Rv
i
I − vi′I viR +
48
5
(vij′R v
ij
I − vij′I vijR)],
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0 = M0v
e
I +
2q2
3c3
ve′I −
12
√
2M0
5c
[vej′R ξ
j
I + v
ej′
I ξ
j
R + v
j′
Rξ
ej
I + v
j′
I ξ
ej
R + 4(v
ej
R v
j
I + v
ej
I v
j
R)](128)
−24
√
2c2
5G
[vejR ξ
j
I − vejI ξjR]−
8
√
2q2
15c4
[ξjRv
ej′′
I + 2ξ
j
Iv
ej′′
R + 9v
ej′
R v
j
I + 12v
ej′
I v
j
R
−6ξejI vj′′R + 3ξejR vj′′I − 3vj′RvejI + 18vj′I vejR ]−
2q2
3c4
[ξiIv
k′
I −
96
5
ξkjI v
ij′
I ]
′ǫike.
and
0 =
12GM0
c3
vkiI +
8Gq2
3c6
vki′I − 24ξikI
−
√
2GM0
c4
SymTF [vi′Rξ
k
I + v
i′
I ξ
k
R + 2v
i
Rv
k
I + 2v
i
Iv
k
R +
288
7
(ξklRv
il′
I + ξ
kl
I v
il′
R + 2v
kl
R v
il
I + 2v
kl
I v
il
R]
−2
√
2Gq2
3c7
SymTF [ξkRv
i′′
I − vi′RvkI + 4vi′I vkR +
96
7
(vis′R v
ks
I + 6v
is′
I v
ks
R + ξ
ks
R v
is′′
I )
+
4
√
2
3
(ξijI v
s′
I −
1
3
ξsIv
ij′
I )
′ǫjsk] (129)
−(24)
2
√
2
7c
SymTF [3visRξ
ks
I − visI ξksR + 32ξsIvinI ǫsnk].
These `kinemati' equations are of suient omplexity that understanding of
them is diult or even problemati. It appears that perhaps the best way to proeed
is to leave out for the time being some of the details - mainly the aet of the l = 2
terms, e.g., .(ξijR, v
ij
R , ξ
kj
I , v
ij
I ) and their derivatives.
We then obtain for the mass
M = M0{1 + 1
2c2
(viRv
i
R − viIviI) +
1
c2
(vi′Rξ
i
R − vi′I ξiI)} −
2q2
c5
{vi′RviR + vi′I viI}, (130)
the rest mass and kineti energy term plus a series of unusual quadrati terms that
do not appear to have any standard ounter parts. If - as we argue later - we identify
diE = qξ
i
R and d
i
M = qξ
i
I ,
as the eletri and magneti dipole moments and then arguing from the Kerr and
harged Kerr solutions that we identify
Si = M0cξ
i
I ,
Si′ = M0cv
i
I ,
as the spin dipole moment and its time derivative, we an interpret the extra terms
in the mass as the interations of these moments with themselves and eah other and
write:
M = M0{1 + 1
2c2
(viRv
i
R −
1
M0c2
Si′Si′) +
1
c2
(vi′Rξ
i
R −
1
M0c2
Si′′Si)} (131)
− 2
c5
{di′′Edi′E + di′′Mdi′M}.
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.The linear momentum expression beomes
P e = M0v
e
R −
2q2
3c3
ve′R +
2
3c4
[diMd
j′′
E ]
′ǫike,
with the rst term being the standardMv, the seond the ontribution from radiation
reation and the last term is new.
The rst and seond reality onditions beome
0 = M0[v
i
Rv
i
I + (v
i′
Rξ
i
I + v
i′
I ξ
i
R)]−
2q2
c3
[vi′Rv
i
I − vi′I viR], (132)
0 = M0v
e
I +
2q2
3c3
ve′I −
2q2
3c4
[ξiIv
k′
I ]
′ǫike. (133)
We see from Eq.(133) that when the harge vanishes veI = 0 and the spin S
i
is
onstant. From Eq.(132), Si is normal to vi′R. When q 6= 0, veI exponentially dereases
and S
i
is asymptotially normal to vi′R.
The third reality ondition has the ξijI diverge exponentially at linear order
though it is not lear what are the aets of the non-linearity.
It appears that the reality onditions play the physial role of desribing the
evolution of the spin (or so-alled `magneti moments').
We thus have found from the mass aspet and the reality onditions the following
information: (a) there is a kinemati expression for the total mass, i.e., the bare
mass dressed with the kineti energy and spin-veloity oupled terms, (b) for the
momentum there is the usual kineti term with the lassial radiation reation term
plus an eletri/magneti dipole oupling., () the rst two reality onditions, though
not fully understood, determine the behavior of the spin vetor, (d) while the l = 2
reality ondition, also not well understood, determines the imaginary or spin part of
the quadrupole term.
VII. Dynamis: Equations of Motion
The equations that we have been dealing with have essentially been relational,
i.e., they just giving the relations between the dierent geometrial/physial quan-
tities. Essentially all the variables have been determined in terms of the harmoni
oeients of the UCF and their derivatives, i.e., (ξ0, ξi, ξij), (v0, vi, vij), et. and the
Υ0.
The nal dynamial equation that determine the evolution of these quantities is
the Bondi equation, (69),
Ψ· = σ·σ· + kφ∗02 φ
∗0
2 . (134)
By the harmoni expansion of Ψ, Eq.(123), and using the expressions for φ∗02 and
σ· in Eq.(134), we obtain the mass and momentum loss equations,
25
M ′ = −288c
5G
(vijRv
ij
R + v
ij
I v
ij
I )−
2q2
3c5
(vi′Rv
i′
R + v
i′
I v
i′
I )−
32q2
5c5
(vij′R v
ij′
R + v
ij′
I v
ij′
I ),(135)
P e′ =
192c2
5G
(vkjI v
ij
R − vkjR vijI )ǫike −
q2
3c4
(vj′I v
i′
R − vj′Rvi′I )ǫije. (136)
+
8
√
2q2
5c4
(vj′Rv
je′
R + v
j′
I v
je′
I ) +
32q2
15c4
(vkj′R v
ij′
I − vkj′I vij′R )ǫike.
The mass/energy loss equation (135) has the following simple meaning:
• If, in the rst term on the right side, we make the physial identiation of
(vijR , v
ij
I ) with the derivatives of gravitational mass and spin quadrupole moments
via
(vijR , v
ij
I ) =
G
12
√
2c4
(Qij′′′Mass, Q
ij′′′
Spin), (137)
it is exatly the Bondi gravitational quadrupole energy loss.
• For the seond term, if we identify, as we mentioned earlier, q(ξiR, ξiI) with the
eletri and magneti dipole moments, it is preisely both eletri and magneti
dipole energy loss.
• If, in the third term, we make the identiation of q(vijR , vijI ) with the derivatives
of the eletri and magneti quadrupole moments via
q(vijR , v
ij
I ) =
1
24
√
2c
(Dij′′Elec, D
ij′′
Mag),
we have the eletromagneti quadrupole energy loss.
The momentum loss equation , (136), also has a simple physial interpretation,
namely it is the soure reoil from the radiated gravitational and eletromagneti
momentum.
Our nal task is to substitute our dynami expressions for the mass and mo-
mentum, Eqs.(124) and (125, into the mass and momentum loss equations, (135) and
(136), obtaining the equations of motion for what we dene as the enter of mass,
M0v
e′
R =
2q2
3c3
ve′′R +
2q2
3c4
[vi′I v
j′
R − (ξiIvj′R)′′]ǫije + Je, (138)
Je = {12
√
2M0
5c
[vej′R ξ
j
R − vej′I ξjI + vj′RξejR − vj′I ξejI + 4(vejR vjR − vejI vjI)]
+
24
√
2c2
5G
[vejR ξ
j
R + v
ej
I ξ
j
I ]−
8
√
2q2
15c4
[ξjRv
ej′′
R − 2ξjIvej′′I + 12vej′R vjR − 9vej′I vjI
+3ξejR v
j′′
R + 6ξ
ej
I v
j′′
I + 18v
j′
Rv
ej
R + 3v
j′
I v
ej
I ] +
2q2
3c4
[
96
5
ξkjI v
ij′
R ]
′ǫike}′
+
384c2
5G
vkjI v
ij
R ǫike +
8
√
2q2
5c4
(vj′Rv
je′
R + v
j′
I v
je′
I ) +
64q2
15c4
vkj′R v
ij′
I ǫike
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with the term Je depending on the l = 2 harmonis. We see a standard left side,
mass times aeleration, equal to the lassial radiation reation term plus a oupling,
(ross-produts) between derivatives of the eletri and magneti dipole moments and
the driving term oming from the dierent quadrupole moments oupled to themselves
and the dipole moments.
We point out, sine we have been keeping terms only to seond order, that we
have left out a natural ubi term that omes from the mass loss equation. If we write
P k = Mvk + ........
we see that
P k′ = Mvk′ +M ′vk + .......
It is the term M ′vk that we have omitted. From Eq.(135) we have the ubi term
that ould have been inluded in the equations of motion:
P k′ = Mvk′−vk{288c
5G
(vijRv
ij
R+v
ij
I v
ij
I )+
2q2
3c5
(vi′Rv
i′
R+v
i′
I v
i′
I )+
32q2
5c5
(vij′R v
ij′
R +v
ij′
I v
ij′
I )}+.......
(139)
Atually this ubi term, without the gravitational ontribution, (the rst ubi term),
is well known in lassial eletrodynamis
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Summarizing what has been found from the dynamial equations we see; (a) From
the mass loss equations we have been able to identify or give the physial meaning
to the ξiR, ξ
i
I , ξ
ij, et., in terms of dierent moments, (b) From the Kerr metri, we
identied McξiI with the spin vetor and from the harged Kerr metri (and also from
the mass loss equation) we assoiate qξiI with the magneti dipole moment. This leads
immediately to the Dira value of the gyromagneti ratio, g = 2, () Finally we have
the momentum loss equation and the equations of motion for the `enter of mass',
ξiR determining the motion of an gravitational/eletromagneti roket. Without any
attempt at model building we have automatially found the well-known radiation
reation fore - lassially leading to the unpleasant run-away behavior - but now
with damping fores. Though it is not at all lear if the damping terms are suient
to stop the run-away behavior, nevertheless if there was an existene proof for the
exat type II solutions to asymptotially approah the Kerr-Newman metri that
would be a strong indiation for the suppression of the run-away aets. On the
other hand it might well be that the type II metris with a Maxwell eld are in fat
unstable.
VIII. Conlusion
In this work we have returned to the study of the important lass of Algebraially
Speial Type II metris and tried to give them physial ontent. Many attempts over
the past forty or so years have been made to solve them - with very few exat solutions
- most work being on approximations. Existene theorems for the pure vauum ase
27
(in the Robinson-Trautman sublass
29
) were given and muh approximate work was
done on them but there appears to have been little progress on the Maxwell version.
There have been several attempts,
34,35
via approximations, to relate, at least, the
pure RT metris to the more general lass of asymptotially at Bondi metris where
one has an understanding of asymptoti energy and momentum. However, to our
knowledge, little or nothing along these lines was done for the RTM equations.
36
Here, with the help of the UCF, many of the ideas have been unied with a
possible resolution of the physial ontent of these metris. We have even given the
relationship of these metris to the Bondi metris, via the UCF.
Though later in this setion we will speulate on some of the physial signiane
of our observations, we rst summarize our general onstrution.
In an arbitrary asymptotially at spae-times, we started with families of regu-
lar asymptoti shear-free null geodesi ongruenes, desribed by its (stereographi)
angle-eld L(u, ζ, ζ) at I+, that are generated by arbitrary omplex urves in H-
spae. This funtion, L, and the assoiated urve are then ompletely determined by
the requirement that the l = 1 harmoni of the asymptoti Weyl tensor omponent,
ψ
1
, should vanish. This leads to a unique omplex world-line and UCF, u = X(τ , ζ, ζ),
whih then is expanded in spherial harmonis. This general proedure was then ap-
plied to the analysis of the type II metris - using severe approximations. When the
harmoni oeients of X(τ , ζ, ζ) were used in the Bondi mass aspet (in partiular,
the Bondi energy-momentum four-vetor) and the Bondi evolution equation, we were
able to assigned to them `natural appearing' physial meaning.
• First, by separating the real and imaginary parts, we ould identify the l = 0, 1,
harmonis and their derivatives, as the enter of mass position and veloity
vetors for the real parts and the spei spin-angular momentum for the imag-
inary part. Then, from the mass aspet, we saw how the Bondi energy and
momentum took on a kinemati meaning in terms of these kinemati variables.
• From the Kerr metri and the harged Kerr metri, we identied McξiI with
the spin vetor. From the mass loss equation, we assoiate q(ξiR, ξ
i
I) with the
eletri and magneti dipole moments. This leads immediately to the Dira
value of the gyromagneti ratio, g = 2. Other multiple moments extrated from
X(τ , ζ, ζ), were identied via the energy loss theorem.
• Finally, using the kinemati expression for the momentum, in the Bondi momen-
tum loss equation we obtained equations of motion for the `enter of mass', de-
termining the motion of what ould be identied as a gravitational/eletromagneti
roket.
Without any attempt at model building we automatially had the well-known
radiation reation fore - whih lassially leads to the unpleasant run-away behavior
but now it ontains damping fores. Though it is not at all lear if the damping terms
are suient to stop the run-away behavior, nevertheless if there was an existene
28
proof for the exat type II solutions to asymptotially approah the Kerr-Newman
metri that would be a strong indiation for the suppression of the run-away aets.
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Several questions onerning these results immediately ome to mind.
• In what spae is this motion taking plae?
• In what sense ould it be said that this motion is observable?
• Are there any possible onsequenes that an be derived from these results?
There are tentative answers to eah. As we pointed out earlier, the motion an
be thought of as taking plae in either the spae of the omplex Poinaré translation
group or in H-spae with the veloity norm oming from either the Minkowski or
H-spae metri. Though neither of these spaes are observable diretly, in priniple
- but almost ertainly not in pratie - the motion ould be dedued by observing
the speial unique lass of asymptotially shear-free null rays, and then studying the
l = 0, 1 oeients of the harmoni deomposition of their angular distribution. In
other words the omplex urve is there (if these shear-free rays ould be found) but
in a strange form.
The real physial meaning of these results ertainly is not at all lear. They
do ontain basi well-known lassial equations: Newton's 2nd Law, rest and kineti
energy, the usual expression for momentum, the eletromagneti dipole radiation for-
mula, the Dira value of the gyromagneti ratio, the lassial radiation reation fore,
the gravitational quadrupole formula. In other words there is a strong suggestion that
they do have meaning. If that were the ase then they should be taken seriously and
one should look for new physial results and preditions. For example, in Eq.(131) we
an see other ontributions to the mass/energy (in addition to rest energy and kineti
energy) oming from the spin and from the eletri harge. Though very small they
are being predited.
Another interesting possibility arises from the radiation reation fore. This term
in the equations of motion has been a soure of onsiderable diulty for lassial ele-
tromagneti theory.
32,33
Almost all attempts to study the lassial motion of harged
partiles interating with their own eld has led to the unphysial run-away behav-
ior. The usual answer to this problem has been to invoke quantum or quantum eld
theory.
32
Our suggestion or onjeture is that when our proedure is applied to any
asymptotially at Einstein-Maxwell spae-time (with the two world-lines oiniding),
assuming that the spae-time is well behaved and approahes Reissner-Nordstrom or
harged Kerr, then there will be a radiation reation term in the enter of mass equa-
tions of motion whose inuene will be suppressed by gravitational aets. There
already are tentative results in this diretion. This alulation is being planned for
the near future. To do the alulation without the assumption of the oinidene of
the two world-lines, though planned for the future, will be quite diult.
As a nal omment we mention that though there has been muh mathematial
work done on CR strutures and GR (see Se. IV, Remark 3), it appears to us that
29
this is the rst time that a CR struture has made relevant ontat with physial
issues.
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